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Krystia Standiford
starts her day with a
cup of coffee. Find
out how other Racer's
spend their days In
the 2009
HomecominQ special
section.
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fans cheer and take photos at Saturday's Kansas and .38 Special concert In the ReQional Special Events Center. See 108 for the full story.
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The record Murray State fundraising campaign called
"Hold Thy Banner High: The Campaign for the Students
of Murray State University," publicly
launches today at noon by the University Development Center headed
by vice president of the oftice of
development Bob Tackson.
..We'll move into the public phase
this Friday of Homecoming weekend
at a kick-off luncheon," University
President Randy Dunn said, "and
we'll be in the public phase for a peri~
Randy
od for three years, ending Dec. 31,
2012."
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Murray State extends its hand to alumni, faculty, staff
and friend s to meet scholarship and academic goals.
Jackson said.
Academic :success inc.ludes more than scholarships,
Jackson said.
This campaign will also increase the funding in acad~
ernie areas important for student success at Murray, he
said.
Academic areas of interest such as the construction of
a new campus library, study abroad scholarships, Commonwealth Honors Academy and the completion of the
new science complex arc presented in the goal funds.
"The support of our donors allows us to reach further,
seizing new opportunities and supporting our students
more effectively as they strive to achieve success," the
booklet stated.
Elizabeth Holbrook, sophomore from Livermore, Ky.,
received a study abroad scholarship from two of Murray
State's leading givers, Hal and Jane Seaton.
Holbrook is studying abroad in Regensburg, Germany
this fall semester with the KUS program.
''I'm so grateful to the Seatoos and the University's
other donors who have helped me (study abroad)" Holbroo~ said in the booklet.
For more information on the campaign or to see the
campaign video go to murraystate.edu/campaign.
To find a list of scholarships go to murraystate.edu/scholarships.
Contact Cobb at ashlee.cobb@murraystate.edu.

New campus study assesses, IDNI policy regulated
compares hourly staff wages

• Full print edition
• Sports Recaps.
• POLL: Has the University adequately
prepared campus
for HlNl?
David Borum
• VIDEO: Avett Bros. Staff writer

Friday

Dunn

Jackson, a former Kentucky SenaUniversity
tor. has worked closely with departPresident
ment board members and other
administrators on this campaign .since its beginning on
Jan. 1, 2005.
The state-appropriated funds for every public university are decreasing, and universities are limited to the
amount tuition that can be raised annually, Jackson said.
"As we look at state appropriations, it's not going to
come from there; they've been declining," Dunn said.
"We have to take bt•ttcr control of our own financial destiny to maintain that level of excellence that our com-

munity expects from us."
"As state funding has trended downwar~ the support
of private donors has played an increasing role in sustaining the University's health and progress," the Capital
Campaign booklet stated.
The monetary goal of the campaign is $60 million with
44.2 percent going toward student scholarships and 333
percent to help achieve academic excellence, Jackson
said.
"The financial pressures we all face today weigh most
heavily on those families Murray State is dedicated to
serving, particularly those who depend on scholarship
support," Dunn said in the campaign booklet. ''It is for
this reason that approximately half of all campaign funding will directly benefit scholarships."
Murray State has accepted large donations before
from people such as Jessie D. Jones, 1964 graduate, after
whom the new chemistry building is named, Jackson
said. Many other alumni have supported Murray State in
past and continue to do so, he said.
"1 left Murray State with the confidence that I could
take on the world," David Dill, executive vice president
and chief operating officer of LifcPoint Hospitals, Inc.
and 1990 graduate, said in the booklet. "Now I have
decided it's time to give back."
"We are reaping from vines we did not tend, sitting in
the shade of trees we did not plant," Jessie D. Jones said
in the booklet. "Now the burden is on us to prepare for
those who are coming after us."

Consulting, outsourcing
and investment firm Mercer
lnc. started a study of Murray State staff salaries Sept.
30. The project will continue
through Feb. 1, 2010.
Consultants Scott Cook
and Andrea Bailey represent
Mercer Inc. in the Murray
State salary stu'dy.
According r_p Roundabout
Murray, regular hourly staff
employees who are paid biweekly will complete a position questionnaire developed by Mercer Inc. to collect information specific to
employees' jobs.
That information will then
be compared to other
salaries in western Kentucky
to ensure consistency and
fairness in Murray State pay
practices.
University
President
Randy Dunn said, "A big
piece of it is to ensure that
we're in full compliance with
the Equal Pay Act, to ensure
that we can get the best of

Laura Cash
News Editor

the best in the local workforce."
The questionnaires will
also collect information from
staff supervisors, and the
next higher level of supervision will be asked to review
the questionnaires.
Cynthia Barnes, library
assistant at Pogue Library,
said the main idea of the
compensation study is to be
sure employees at the University are equally paid.
"They compare MSU jobs
of a specific type with other
jobs like it in western Kentucky," she said.
Barnes said if the job deals
with University relations,
and is therefore incomparable to other jobs in this area,
it will be compared to a job
with similar prerogatives
and duties.
Barnes said one of the
goals of the study is to
ensure entry pay equality.
"Previous experience does
not currently play a role in
staff members' entry pay,"
Barnes said.
According to Dunn, this

Though the standard University
absentee policy only allows a student
project does not involve to miss a full·semester course no
staffing levels or perfor- , more than three times, illnesses, such
as the HlNl virus. spreading throughmance.
"It is not to cut jobs or out the Murray State community have
lower pay; the only adjust- caused professors to reevaluate the
ments that would happen to enforcement of this policy.
pay would be an increase,"
Gary Brockway, provost and vice
Dunn said.
president of academic affairs, said he
Roxanna Taylor, a facility is encouraging this with faculty and
manager, said she welcomed
staff.
the project because she said
"We've asked them to be aware in
she knows her pay is not that we may have an increase in
equal to some other jobs.
absences of students who have the flu
She said completing extra and to work with (students) to make
tasks for the University, such up missed work," Brockway said.
as electrician work and buffHe said one useful tool to aid in this
ing the floors, do not warrant is Blackboard.
higher pay.
"(Blackboard) makes it easier for
"Some of the students who students to stay aware of assignments.
just started working on cam- course material and other informapus get paid more than we tion," he said.
do," Taylor said.
Ann Landini, associate professor
"This is different from the and Clark College head, said she is
across-the-board pay raises glad to work with ill students rather
that will be determined by than contracting an illness.
"If they think they have the flu,
the Board of Regents later.
this year," Dunn said. "The please stay at home," she said.
Landini said she would work with
final adjustments of the
study probably will not take students as long as they worked with
effect until next school her, but she said she was not altering
year."
her original absentee policy, which is
Contact Borum at david. the same as the University's.
She said her students are to contact
borum@murraystate.edu.

her before class if they will not be
able to attend. She <llso works with
students to make up missed work, and
she can put all of her course material
on Blackboard within a 24-hour perilid, she said.
"1 don't think students should
worry (about absentees)," Landini
said. "Faculty and staff will work with
them. They are better off to not be in
class."
Alee Hiler, sophomore from Lexingon, Ky., said she missed her classes
for a W\~ek because of an illness.
Hiler said only some of her professors worked with her to make up
work.
"Some (professors) didn't care,''
Hiler said. "And some said they were
only going to help if I had a doctor's
(excuse)."
She said only one of her professors
refused to help with make-up work
and warned her of too many absences.
Brockway said studentc; are fortunate to ha\'e faculty who are willing to
work with them. but he docs not want
students to descend from assignments
simply because of the threats of illnesses.
"I hope students now, while well,
will stay with projects," he said. "This
is not the time to miss class unless
you have to, so should you get the flu
nod have to miss, you won't already
be behind."
Contact Cash at laura.cash@
murraystate. edu.
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This week
Oct. lO
•10 a.m. Hob*~ ldDg and
queen elecrioDJ; Curtis Ctnte:t
Dance Lounge; must have Racercatd to vote
•3 p.m. Women's soccer vs.
Southeast MisSQUri State; CutchiD
Field, Cree
•7:30 p.m. "'Uu'ee $iaters;" presepted by dle ~r departaaent;
Robert & Jolmson Tb.eatte. free
!with. ~Cftard, $8 for faculty and
staff and $19 for genenl· admission •

t9".30 a.m. Hometoming

~

3 p.m. Murray
State football
vs.
Jacksonville State;
Homecoming;
Roy Stewart
Stadium, free
with Racer-

•5 p.m. RCA meeting; Curris Cetr
ter Ohio Room; open to all
•6 p.m. "Hey Coach;" The Big
Apple Cafe; join a coach and a student athlete for que;stions
•7 p;m. 2009 Gary Boggess DistinguisbeCl LeCture with rra Flatow;
~~ of the Nation Science Fri-

dQ"Qtown Murray to 16th SU.t

•3 p.m. Footb.tl vs. Jacboulille
State; Hmneco~ ROy Stewart
Stadhun, Cree with Racercanl
.,:30 p.m. "Three Si~era;" pr:e-sented by the theater~e~
Robert E. Jobnsoo Theatre. tree
wlth Racercard, $8 for .fatuity ud.
staff and $10 for general ~

day:• Freed Curd Auditorium.

1M

card

sjon

Cotning U~
•J2 p.m. .

~

LS. Michael;

•Oct ~ Green River Ordlnaoce concert Cll"
r1s Center stables. free

•12 pa &Ok slpina;
Schneiderman; Unlv~ B.ooiQtol~ .
•U p.m. Pet Therapy; SDt'ln$(11184

Universlty Bookstore

.S p.m. OAll meet~ CW'ris Center
'Teanessee Room; open to tbe pubUc SGA ~ CAll; Curris

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at ill Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We .cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Roeldlt&: I

~ p.m. Murray State Students for Chair Lo11Dge
Ufe meeting; Cunis Center Mississip- • 3 p.m. Student health lair; We11nt*

pi Room

e6 p.m. Freci ballet claSs; Murray State
Dante Company; Carr Health Dance

Center, free
-4 ~ U:ad~ Wor~~;
rips on cill'fetenr leadeQhip t~

Curtis Center, free
•S p.m. SGA; Curris
Roo~pen to all

Police Beat
Oct. I
7:36 a.m. An officer reported
the Pi Kappa Alpha house had
been wrapped in toilet paper.
The president of the fraternity was notified to clean up the
mess.
11:42 a.m. A caller from the
Murray police department
reported a person at the Curris Center was going into anaphylactic shock. Murray
police notified Emergency
Medical Services, which
transported the subject to the
emet'gency room. An ofOcer
took a report.
4:32p.m. The residence director of New Richmond College
repot'ted a student at the front
desk wanting to report theft
of money from the mail. An
officer took a report for theft
of mail matter.

Oct.2
12:04 a.m. The

C~ter

director of White College
reported an
intoxicated
subect in the lobby. The subject had friends willing to take
care of the subject. An officer
told them to call Public Safety
if they needed to.
3;53 p.m. A caller in Residential College Circle reported
people putting flyers on cars.
Officers spoke with the people and said they were not
allowed to put flyers on cars
on campus. The people
removed the flyers.
ll:S6 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to a driver on
Olive and 14th streets for failure to illuminate.

Oct. 3
1:45 a.m. A caller from Hester
College . requested a welfare
check on a student. Officers
made contact with the student, who seemed fine.
5-.31 p.m. A Cjlller from the
. ~ ~egi,onal Special Eve~ts_ csnter reported someone uymg'
to sell tickets in parking lot B.

Barkley

An officer did not locate the
suspect selling tickets.
10:08 p.m. Murray State police
arrested Michael Miles, lionstudent from Newburgh, Ind.,
for alcohol public intoxication.

Oct.4
11:19 a.m. A caller from the
Regional Special Events Cen~
ter left a food cart inside the
loading dock after a concert
and needed to be let in. An
officer assisted the subject.
8:33 p.m. A caller from Residential College Circle was
locked out of a vehicle. An
officer opened the vehicle
and took an information
report.
8:59p.m. An officer reported a
tent was set up on the east
end of White College, which
the college head must
approve. The. subjects said
. thex ~ul~ >;;Wi:tr. 'the ,\'e.,
~own. .
, ,

8 a.m. A person a~ Public Safety reported a theft of a debit
card. The theft occurred off
ca~pus. The Murray police
department was notified.
8:16 a..m. A caller from the
University Bookstore reported a possible shoplifter. Officers made contact with the
suspect but found no evidence of theft at that time.
4:29 p.m. A person at Public
Safety reported money stolen
from a room. An officer took a
report for second-degree burglary.

Oct.6

Now Playing
Cinema International
"Enron: The Smartest Guys in the
Room• (USA):
Oct. 8-lO

"Pires on the Plain" (Japan):
Oct.lS-17
"The Third Man" (Great Britain):
Oct. 22-24
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Gurris Center Theater. Admission is free.

Oct. 4
a.m. An officer on Main Street
two mille subjects putting a
llP to the window of a resiThe subjects mn when they
the officer. The Murray police
l:departm\ent was notified.
wonort•M

ty Hall reported finding what
appeared to be fishing wire
across the stairs in the building somewhere between the
first and fifth floor. Th~: caller
did not want to speak to an
officer. Officers were notified.

Oct. 7
12:59 p.m. A caller from the
Calloway County parking lot
reported a vehicle rolled out

College reported a theft on
campus. An officer took a
report for theft by unlawful
taking under $500.
9:05p.m. A Murray State officer assisted Calloway County
sheriffs deputy with serving a
warrant :lt Springer College.
Motorist assists- 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests -1

News Editor Laura Cash
~ Police Beat with
matcr.isls provided by Public
$nft:t}~ Nol nil dispatched calls

'\·OCt 5
•

llrL'

listed.

Enl:.ert.slnmsnt.
Anct Thfil MUrn!J::l BanQUIII:. Olnl:.llr
CORNHOLETOURNAMENT
REGISTRATION 5:00PM
DOUBLE ELIMINATION
$40.00 PER TEAM 100°/o PAYBACK
BBQ AND BEVERAGES 6:00PM
LIVE MUSIC BEGINS AT 8:00PM
FRIDAY, AUGUST 21st
LOCATION: 'THE PATIO"
Murray's only outdoor event location
Corner of 6th and Main
You can pre register at ZAX. Next to
Matt Bls Pizza. For more info call:

CHECK OUR SHOWTIMES ONLINE@
I

I

www.movtes1nmurray.com

MSU Students (w/valid student I. D) admitted
at child price ($5.50) Monday -Thursday
·(must request and show I.D to receive discount)
This theatre features:

- Online tickets &7-Day advance tickets
- Dolby Digital &Dolby30 Digital Cinema
- Dolby Dig1tal Sound
-StadiumSeating

ALONG WlTII A WIDE VARIETY OF MICROBREWS IN BOTTLES, WE ARE
NOW SERVING MICROBREWS ON TAP.
CoME CHECK oUT oua OCTOBERFEST.
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
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Pakistan's military doubts America's plan
Associated Press
ISLAMABAD - Pakistani military leaders,
preparing for a new offensive against Taliban
and al-Q;lida militants, expressed serious concern Wednesday about a proposed multibillion-dollar U.S. aid package some consider an
avenue to American meddling.
The aid bill. awaiting President Barack Obama's signature, would provide Pakistan with
$1.5 billion a year over the next five years for
democratic. economic and social development
programs.
•
It also allows "such sums as may be necessary'' for military aid, subject to !~pedal conditions related to its fight against militants.
U.S. officials say ~he bill's broad goal is to
alleviate widespread poverty among the 175
million Pakistanis, lessening the allure of Taliban and other Islamist extremists who have
wreaked havoc in the country and across the
horder in Afghanistan.
'l'o many here, the conditions of the aid are a
sign of growing. and unwanted, U.S. influence
in Pakistan.
The worries are worsened by a media-fueled
backlash over U.S. plans to add hundreds more
embassy staff in Islamabad. American officials
say the staff are needed to dispense and monitor the aid.
"The question in Pakistani minds is: 'Is so
much intrusion worth what we will be getting?','' Ayaz Amir, a journalist and member of
Parliament with che Pakistan Muslim LeagueN. said. "Once we accept the terms of this bill
and we start receiving aid under it, already
great American influence will grow."
A Parliament discussion of the issue began
Qn a fiery note Wednesday night, with PML-N

lawmaker Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan claiming
"each and every page of the bill is reflective of
the insulting attitude towards Pakistan."
Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani was more
conciliatory, telling Parliament the government
would look into the concerns, and had not yet
agreed to accept the money.
"We have not done anything so far without
consensus and we will develop consensus on
this too," he said,
A military statement said senior commanders, including the army chief, "expressed seri·
ous concern regarding clauses (of the bill)
impacting on national security."
The statement also referred to Parliament's
deliberation on the subject, which it said would
allow "the government to develop a national
response."
One part of the bill states the U.S. must
assess the extent of Pakistan's governmental
control over the military, including its budgets,
the chain of command and top promotions. In a
country that has spent about half its 62-year
existence under military rule, such language
may not sit well with the army.
Cyril Almeida, a columnist for Dawn news·
paper, said it was unusual to see the military
view publicized so blatantly, which could lead
to greater tension with the Pakistani president,
and political instability at a time when the U.S.
needs Islamabad to stay focused on pattling
militants.
The debate comes as the army stepped up
preparations for a new offensive in South
Waziristan - seen as al-Qaida and ·the Taliban's major stronghold on the Afghan border
- in what could be one of the most important
operations against militants here since 2001.
"God willing. peace will again be restored in

the area through a successful operation," Maj.
Gen. Athar Abbas, the army's chief spokesman,
said.
He did not give a start date for an offensive,
which would face steep challenges. ranging
from harsh terrain to well dug-in militants.
Analysts say 10,000 well-armed militants,
including foreign fighters, are in the region.
Pakistan's government and the U.S. Embassy
on Wednesday defended the aid bill, while Pak·
istan Information Minister Qamar Zaman Kaira
said the government will look into the army's
reservations.
Opposition leaders object to a number of
items in the bill, including references to the
southwest city of Q..uetta and eastern town of
Muridke as militant hubs - a claim, they say,
that lacks evidence.
The United States believes the Afghan Taliban's top leadership is in Quetta, while Muridke is a base for militants linked to attacks on
India.
Language in the bill stating the United States
will expect Pakistan to cooperate in efforts to
dismantle nuclear weapons supplier networks
alarms some because it suggests Pakistan provides Mdirect access to Pakistani nationals associated with such networks."
Aside from specifics, critics say the bill
paints Pakistan as a misbehaved child needing
a monitor, and does not give it enough praise
for the sacrifices and progress it has made
against militants on its soil
"The tone and tenor of the bill in terms of
conditionalities is not just intrusive. it's also
overbearing and bordering on the humiliation
of Pakistan;' Mushahid Hussain. a leader of the
Pakistan Muslim League-Q, said. ~we are not
being treated kindly."

Photo Courtesy of Associated Press

Gerald 'Feierstcin, deputy chief of the U.S.
mission in Islamabad, dismissed the notion the
United States interfered in Pakistani affairs.
"Our viewpoint is that this should not be a
discussion about the conditions, it should be a
discussion about what this legislation can
accomplish for Pakistan," he said. "It bas the
U.S. and Pakistan working together on trying to
address relevant challenges."Pakistan."
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Alumna: Don't take festivities for granted ,
Let me start by being ·
positive. I love Murray
State. I graduated from
and 1 taught at the University.
It features a beautiful
campus, small class
sizes, helpful faculty
and the friendliest students you could find
Karissa Travis anywhere.
Alumna from
In the five years I was
Eddyville, Ky.
on Murray State's campus, however, I only
attended one Homecoming parade, one 20-minute walkthrough of Tent City and never. ever a
Homecoming football game. Never. The
best part of my Homecoming experience
was the parade. Everyone in Murray - businessmen. politicians, student organizations,
spectators, churches. EVERYONE -·seemed
to parlicipate excitedly.
By the time I made it over to Tent City,
however, more than half the students and
nearly all the community had disappeared,
and with them much of the enthusiasm.
Instead of gearing up for the football game,
people were continually leaving.
Sadly. 1 was one of those people who
found something better to do - studying,
walcliing TV. going home for the weekend,
sleeping, whatever. The football game just
didn't seem that important.

My life changed, however. Now l'm on
the campus of one of America's largest universities, Texas A&M. There is a spirit on
this campus that I wisb Murray State students and faculty could adopt.
Within the frrst week of my being here,
I quickly learned . every football game (or
any sporting event) was something each
student, faculty member and citizen of the
town, is expected to attend. You are to sing
the fight song with arms interlocked with
whomever is next to you and stand up and
cheer for the entire four hours of the game
- win or lose.
Supporting the school.is not something
to take lightly. It is something you are
expected to do. Texas A&M believes one of
the best ways to show your school pride is
to support your school's athletic teams. It's
all part of the "Spirit of Aggieland."
Does Murray State have this same passion for supporting its football team? Look
around you while you're at the game tomorrow. Are spectators standing, cheering, and
singing the fight song?
More importantly, are you even going
to the game tomorrow? 1 hope you do. I
hope you take more pride in Murray State
than I did while I was there. Surprise your
fellow residents of Murray; learn the fight
song, stand up and cheer at any and every
good play the team makes, not just when
Racer One gets to run a lap.
Take pride. It's your school.

By the numbers
Murray State Homecoming traditions have continued and expanded
from year to year, and the U niversity cQmmunity weighed in on thenews.org's poll to declare its
favorites:
Tent City (39%)*

IReuniting with alumni (21%)"' I
Halftime show (18%)

Parade (7%)*

Football (7%)"'

j Coronation (7%)•

• All tesulrs as ofnoon ~y., Oct. 11:
kom tbenews.org,

letters • letters • letters • letters
Alcohol response letter
.m isinterprets commentary's intent ion
(In response to a letter to the
editor in the Oct. 1 issue of The
New.c;).

Robert A. Martin set up a
straw man in his response to
Todd Broker's commentary
about packaged alcohol sales
when he chose to attack several ideas other than the ones
explained by Broker.
Martin does not address
Broker's analysis, and I
believe that is because the
analysis is sound. Martin
instead attacks ·~hat he calls
"Bible Belt fundamentalism"
and refers to Broker's ideas as
"puritanical."
Broker made no mention of
religious or spiritual objections to alcohol sales; he kept
his focus on economic, medical, and social concerns.
While many citizens of Murray do have spiritual or moral
objections to the sale of alcohol, attacks, such as the one
launched by Martin are

Runamuk

unnecessary.
I am perplexed at why a
business would choose to
move to Murray - or not based on the availability of
packaged alcohol sales. Surely Murray has enough to offer
and major businesses have
enough sense, 'that this one
issue would neither attract
nor repel prospective businesses and employers. • '
Perhaps this is not the issue
Martin is referring to in his
statement that Murray "has
decided to join the 21st century," but I hardly think alcohol
is a factor in our placement in
a particular century. Alcohol
is progress?
In my own European travels, I have yet to hear the perceptions and ideas Martin
seems to indicate are so
wide-spread. Regardless, the
age of the earth is wholly
unrelated to Broker's position
or to the idea of packaged
alcohol sales in Murr ay.
Finally, I hope the citizens
of Murray will decide
increased alcohol sales would

I

St~

from
•to
••• a•.•hmg
a•· . v.is. itor
the traveling "Bodies:
Tb.e
Exhibition."
Who would touch a
dead lung? Yowza.

Jeers
.

not be a be nefit to the com mun ity beyond t he selfish
interests of a small group of
people.

Beck y Lile,
A djunct professor,
Departm ent of
Organizational Communication
"

Want to write
a letter?

Don't wait!
Choose dle venue to give
us your tho~:

Claeen
to - the State
peo- ~
ple at Murray
who turn in found

lt•ms

• Web sfte: thenews,or9

of

·~!f=
eers
•

II

J
ness

for

n~t

r ep rl ·

manding
Manuel
Cabre ra's drunkenbefore their playoff game.

Cbem tO ••• the ~
· ·
Yankees for putting
the Tisen in their
place - which is not
in the postseason.
·

Jeen to ... tidiculous
celebrity public tpats.
Guy and Madonna,
Ton and Kate - p u t the
gloves down already!I

• In person: mWilSon Hall
• E1Nil: thenewstmurraystate.e(IU

ln~t..d

keeping them. Pinel- .
era ad owners win!

~•• to.,.. Bob ~

Barker for ·~

S3 JDiW.CJn to construct a military· brain
~jmiesb~pi~

by Trevin Holder

\ J\I'ST wANNA. k.JJOW
'llt-\0 ~ OU ~~ At.~
Ill -M£ SVJT~ ,.w.IG.1NGr 0 \/T
WM"\\ ~ -nte ~t

Right now on The News' FacebOok opinion forum:
• Homecoming: lt's here! Get the scoop on activities. schedules and events you won't want to miss!
• lflNl updates: In addition to health updates, find links to prevention strateoles .as weU as University health Pollcie$. Stay In the know!
• Plug lnl Find out the buzz about campus activities, lectures. concerts and organizations.

•rou C4n find these and more di$CUSSions by /ogg/IHJ onto Facebook llld seal'tllln9 "The ltlllrlyStlte Nfn•Op/nlfftt Fortllll"

Dear inspiration,
come again another way
Dear inspiration,
I'm not very fond
of you right now. I
know it normally
t<~kes me a few days
to think of something to write in my
weekly column. Usually I wait patiently
;-..-.......a.._. for you to lead the
Jodi Keen way, bursting into
Opinion Editor my life with some
fabulous topic.
This. however, is ridiculous. This week,
the most extensive thing you've given me
to write about is an expose on my irrational fears.
Let me explain, inspiration. I typically
live a life where fear occasionally creeps
in, whlch is normal, is it not? This past
week, llowever. as I struggled with finding a column topic, yml have flung every
irrational fear I have in my face, to the
point that they're the only things I can
thlnk about. It's like you enjoy rubbing
them in my face.
Don't get me wrong, inspiration. Some
of my fears arc irrational but somewhat
understandable. I became a little apprehensive of sailing after studying the
plight of the Titanic. (The movie didn't
help, either.) I fell from treehouses and
the back of pick-up trucks all the time
when I was young. and it hurt worse and
scared me even more each time. Therefore. as an adult, 1 don't care for heights.
As a child, J pulled cats' tails and got
clawed as a result, so now tiny kitty
claws make me shudder. I've never been
attacked by a snake, but after having a
two-headed cobra thrust in roy face when
1 was 8, I'll hightail it away from even a
garter snake today.
Oh, but those aren't the fears you're
concerned with, inspira6on, You'd like to
see more of my ridiculous fears, and boy,
are there plenty of them.
I hate costumes concealing what a per·
son actually looks Like, so you can imagine how I feel about our athletic mascots.
Clowns take it to a whole new level
because their facial features are distorted. As a kid. I could smell their makeup at
50 paces away. Imagine me as a little
anklebiter. happily playing at a carnival,
then suddenly screaming and scrambling
up my mom's leg like workmen climb Illinois power poles. It didn't matter how
much they tried to bribe roc with toys or
candy - I was having nothing to do with
those downs.
This week. you found another one,
inspiration: puppets. 1 know, harmless,
right? T ell that to me at 3 years old, crying because Guy Smiley from "Sesame
Street" and his great big teeth freaked me
out. Even the Muppets' Dr. Teeth made
me a little uneasy, and he's probably the
most easygoing guy in the whole Electric
Mayhem band!
What perplexes me is my unconventional fears have taken center stage as of
late, which is quite out of the ordinary for
me. At music festivals, shopping malls
and even in class - I'm not safe from them
anywhere. Try as I might to get rid of
, them, you, inspiration. have sought to
make them my column's topic by relentlessly pounding them into my head.
I understand when an idea hits, it hlts.
You don't stand back and observe. You
grab it before it can get away. Ideas stemming from extreme mental anguish (OK.
I'm exaggerating now, but maybe someday ... ) cannot be healthy. I'd prefer not
to constantly have the living daylights
scared out of me. I've probably shed
three years off my life this week alone!
I know God certainly has a sense of
humor, and apparently, so do you. Your
Halloween tricks have come early this
year and I can't say I'm amused.
Why can't you allow me to have irrational fears without displaying them for
everyone to sec? It's not like they're making me a menace to society. I'm not taking out clowns at rhc knees or putting
puppets through tht• shredder. And now,
since I could think of absolutely nothing
else with which to fill this column, this
campus can be amuscJ at roy crazy fears.
To be honest, they're sometimes kind of
funny to me, too.
So now I've indulged you, inspiration,
by talking through my fears. I'll let you
win the battle this week. Next week,
however, I'm throwing you under the
bus, cradle and all.

(8rote of tbe week: "How did reason
come into the world? As is fitting, In an
irrational manner, by accident. One will
have to guess at it as at a riddle."
- Friedrich Nietzsche
Song oftb e week: "Somebody's Watching Me"
- RocJ.:well
M
jodi.keen@
Contact
Keen
murra.ystate.edu.
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Shelter calls for donations, homes
Casey Thornton
Staff writer
Employees at the Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter are
asking the communit)' to help abandoned animals in need of
essentials and good homes.
The unimal-shclter provides a place for abandoned animals or
those who must be given up for financial reasons, Debbie Miles,
technical assistant for the shelter, said.
She said the shelter finds homes for these animals with families who will care for them.
There are currently 14 puppies and dogs along with 20 kittens
and cats at the shelter, Miles said.
Given the number of cats and dogs, the issue of space is always
a con(:crn, but she said the worst times for this issue are spring
and summer.
"It is sad these animals are just being abandoned, because there
isn't always the chance for all the animals at the shelter to find a
new home," Erin J~u:kel, sophomore from Louisville, Ky., said.
The staff is not cupable of supplying medical attt:'ntion to animals with serious medical needs, Miles said.
"The only thing we can do for the animals medically is deworm them," Miles said. "Other than that we can't do anything,
but we're hoping for a (veterinarian) to volunteer at the animal
shelter."
Several scenarios affect the issue of living space for animals at
the shelter, Miles said.
She said people incapable of caring for a dog or cat will often
bring the animal to the shelter, which contributes to overcrowding.

Unspayed animals also cause problems for the shelter as new
litters require living space, Miles said. Community members also
bring several strays to the shelter, Miles said.
The shelter's Web site promotes spaying and neutering pets in
order to reduce the amount of incoming animals to the shelter.
"It is our goal to not have to euthanizc any of the animals here.
but we stUI have to when there is overcrowding or (when) diseased animals come in," Miles said.
With the number of animals staying, the shelter needs support
in order to continue helping these animals, Miles said.
The shelter needs donations of dry food for cats and dogs,
treats, toys, leashes, medium-sized dog collars, old or new blankets and towels, kitty litter, nail clippers, flea and tick treatments
and shampoo.
"Our food supplies for both the cats and dogs are low," Miles
said. "So that is a first priority in the donations that we receive."
Other needed donations include bleach, sulfur powder. antibacterial cream, dish detergent, gauze, cotton balls, paper towels,
copy paper, photo paper and ballpoint pens.
The sulfur powder treats the animals' wounds, Miles said. and
is used with the antibacterial cream.
She also said the bleach is for cleaning towels. laundry and kennels, which helps to keep the kennels clean for the .animals.
The
shelter's
Web
site,
petfinder.com/shclters/murraycltyanimalcontrol·.html, asks visitors to
consider adopting a new pet to prevent euthanization. The fee for
adopting an animal from the shelter is $20.
The shelter is open Mon. • Fri. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and Sat. lO a.m. •
3 p.m.

Contact Thornton at cascy.thornton@murraystate.cdu.
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2009-10 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges

To-6o Line

Applications available in the
Office of Student Affairs
116 Ordway Hall 809-6831
or on-line at:

Dine-In or canyout:

i!70-76i!-00i!i!

murraystate.edu/secsv/documents
/WhosWhoApplicationForm-2.pdf
Deadline:
Oct15, 2009
Eligibility: 3.0 GPA;
Graduating in December 2009,
May or August 201 0;
Demonstrated Campus and
Community Leadership
and Involvement

Happy hour• (i!-6 p.01.]
Beer, Mar1:1ni!i Half Price off

Name Brand Discounts &
Gas. Buster Scooters

Buffet and Grill

10% off
parte or Repair
11118 coupon

111¥11118.

Men's Work Boots
Next to Lowe's
270-759-4653
augustmoonmurray.com

$29.99 to . ...
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Candidates rePresent organizations, individuality
CompUed by Ashlee Cobb
Staff writer
Tomorrow's Homecoming game will feature more than a football game and several tents. A new Homecoming king and queen will be announced at half time during the game. Below are this year's
candidates, nominated by Murray State organizations. Elections are today from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Curris Center Dance Lounge.

Alex Kursave

Jonathan Jones

Sheila Wilson

Alex Kursave, sophomore from Paducah, Ky., is a marketing major and
is nominated by Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Kursave is involved with Baptist
Campus Ministries and Campus
Activities Board. Kursave said he
loves to play guitar and recently
appeared on stage with his brother
at a BCM Coffeehouse. He was also
run over by a car when he was two
years old, but doesn't remember any
of it, Kursave said. "I also cried durin8 the movie Con-Air," he said.

Jonathan Jones, senior from Frankfort, Ky., is an accounting major. He
was nominated by Alpha Delta Pi.
Jones is the vice president of the
Student Government Association
and the president of the Campus
Activities Board. Jones said he
worked this past summer with the
Country Music Association as an
accounting intern. He is also an avid
Harry Potter enthusiast, he said.

Sheila Wilson, junior from Glencoe,
Ky., is a pre-veterinary medicine
major and is nominated by the Agriculture Ambassadors. Wilson is a
Presidential Scholar and actively
participates in the Block-and-Bridle
club and Sigma Alpha, the professional agriculture sorority. Wilson
enjoys traveling and playing sports
such as basketball, softball and football, she said. She also likes to target
shoot her bow and arrow with her
younger brother, Wilson said.

Kelly Dick, senior from Murray, is

an exercise science major and is
nominated by the Order of Omega.
Dick is involved with Sigma Sigma
Sigma and the Student Government
Association. Dick said she was the
flrst baby born in Murray/ Calloway
County Hospital in 1988. She also
said she bas a strong passion for animals. "I financially support two animals in the large cat family; one is a
Bengal tiger and the other is an
African Serval," Dick said.

Travis Taylor, junior from Almo,
Ky.. is nominated by Sigma Sigma
Sigma. Taylor's involved in Sigma
Phi Epsilon. In his free time, Taylor
said he enjoys making YouTube
videos and was on national television for a YouTube video he made
which got over 700,000 hits, Taylor
said. "Homecoming court is (where)
I used to think the cool kids were,•
hebid. " I never thought I would be
in the court. I never considered
myself to be 'cool."'
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Former Murray State head football coach Houston Nutt is in his second year as head coach at Ole Miss. Nutt held the Racers· reins for four seasons. from 1993·1996. While part of the Murray State football prooram. Nutt led the
team to an Ohio Valley Conference championship In 1995. In his career as a Racer. Nutt went 31-16. He left Murray State In 1996 to pursue a head coachlno opportunity at Boise State.

\

Houston Nutt anchors Ole Miss=·
Greg Waddell
Staff writer
•This is part two of a four part series on former me'm'bers of the
Racer football coaching staff and their dynasties.
When thinking of the small Division 1·AA school of Murray
State, foo!ball probably is not the first thing that comes to mind.
H~7p-ro\Jitii}'1Srrt even die second. Hidden behind count·
les's Ohio Valley Conference basketball titles and a Long history
of hardcourt success, the Racers have recently established an
impressive resume in hiring football coaches destined for great• ness.
• Mike Gottfried was first in 1980, then Frank Beamer took the
r~ins in '81. After Beamer resigned in 1986 to take the head
qOaching joh at Virginia Tech, the title of "next great coach"
s\ood vacant f9r seven years. until Houston Nutt filled the void
dn the Rnccrs' 's idcline.
1Nutt set up c:imp in Murray in the fall of 1993, fresh off his
position as wide receivers' coach under jack Crow at Arkansas.
The job, which lasted only four seasons, marked his fust time
leading a team as head coach.
The 36-year-old coach, who had already gained a reputation
as a fierce recruiter. wasted no time in turning around tb.e Racer
program. notching an overall record of 11-1, including 8-0 in
QVC play, in his third season. The performance was good
<!itough to garner Nutt OVC Coach of the Year honors and the
~die Robinson National Division l-M Coach of the Year
a,'Ward.

r

Things only improved in his fourth season as the Racers once
again captured the OVC with an undefeated run to finish 11-2
overall. The last Murray State game coached by Nutt would
come soon thereafter as the Racers fell in the second round of
the Division l·M playoffs.
~hartly after the '96 season. Nutt left Murray to become the
head (ootball coach at Diyision 1-A u~start Boise State. He lat~r
returned to Aransas iDd HieD trrieifiit:eait Tol6Xfot'd, Miss., to
take his current position of head football coach at Ole Miss.
Nutt said his time at Murray was very special to his family.
"When we first got there, I remember that things hadn't been
going too good," Nutt said. "1 remember going out on rooftops
and asking our students to come and they we're gracious enough
to come to a game. I think we broke a record that one year of
getting the most students in the stadium. There is nothing like it.
"Sandra, the ticket manager, went down to see Mike Strick·
land, our AD, one morning and she stopped me and said 'Look
up in those stands tomorrow, because against Eastern Kentucky,
this stadium will be full.' We have a beautiful stadium at Murray
State and there wasn't a seat available when we beat Eastern
Kentut~ky 17·7. It was awesome."
When compared to other Racer coaches. Nutt shied away
from praise.
''1 get humbled when anybody talks about Murray State
because 1 love it so much," Nutt said. ''l don't consider myself
great, I just consider myself a small part of the puzzle, the long
list of excellent football coaches that have come through there
and had a chance to coach. Those wer~ the four greatest yt•.ars

of our life, my family and I, and we loved it. We wouldn't trade
any of those days at all. It was very hard to leave."
Dave Winder, the Director of Media Relations at Murray State
was a sports director at WPSD-TV in Paducah during Nutt's
tenure. Winder recalled the frenzy surrounding the program.
"I just remember the search; b~ause.at WPSD we followed
(it) v~y closely," Win!ier said. "lf},~~rrcctly, hew~
n't one of theifour finalisll~....,--fJI:tbro~im1ia
:md he just blew everybody away. I rem
r it was hard not to
get excited about his teams because he was so enthusiastic. It
was a real special time for Murray State footbalL It was two of
the greatest back to back seasons any team's ever had."
Winder mentioned the emergence from OVC doormat in the
'95 season and the skepticism that surrounded the quick start.
"They bad already beaten Western Kentucky, SIU and South·
east Missouri, and even then people were thinking 'Arc these
guys for real?"' Winder said. "Then they go to Middle Tennessee
on Sept. 23 and they beat them 34-0. It had been a long time
since Murray State was ranked and then all of the sudden they're
in the top five and they just keep winning, and winning, and win·
ning. It was a furi time."
Thirteen years later, one thing is for sure. Though Nutt's time
here was brief, his Impact most certainly was not. In only four
seasons, Nutt helped change the face of a program and would
etch his name among All·Time Racer greats. If he could leave a
legacy in his short time here, imagine if he would have had
more.
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@murraystate.edu.
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Racers face JSU
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Amid all thl' Homecoming festivities, the Racer football team
if:ill face what may be their toughest conference game of these:~·
~~n. welcoming Jacksonville State to Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday.
~ . The Gamecocks hold the No. 18 spot in the most recent FCS
~oachcs Poll and The Sports Nct\vorks PolL Jacksonville State
1,rm come to Murray with a 3-2 record, coming off their 52-7
•
beating
of trr-Martin and 19-9 loss to Florida State.
· The G:1mecocks are led by quarterback Ryan Perrilloux who
ansferred from LSU before last season. Perrilloux has thrown
r 961 yards, 12 touchdowns. has a completion percentage of
.9 and has won OVC Offensive Player of the Week for the past
k>ur weeks.
;: "He's definitely a great athlete," senior defensive lineman
tyler Sinclair said. "He's going to be a good challenge for our
l.cfense. I think wc'11 be ready. 1 think he's no different than any
e ther quarterback we're going to play. He's got a little bit of difkrent ability but we gotta do what we gotta do."
~ Senior quarterback Nico Yantko was named the starter for the
~cers this week. He said he is ready to step up to the challenge.
"It's nlways good to be the starter," Yantko said. "This is a
R\Jge opportunity for us. If you come out on top in this one, you
the team on the right track and (get) everything going again."
~ Sinclair said Homecoming always seems different. but that
not stop him from staying focused on the Gamecocks.
~;; "Homecoming is very special," Sinclair said. "You have Tent
Qity out there (and) a lol of fans come. <It's) probably going to
~'!.'the biggest crowd so far this year. We really look forward to
t~. We have to treat it like a normal game."
· Head Coach Matt Griffin said he knows the challenge ahead in
~~
cing Jacksonville State.
!:! "They're a good football team. very aggressive football team,"
~riffin said. "You look at the guys that stand out, they have three
ijansfers. They have a defensive tackle, quarterback and receiv·
11 that have made plays for them; all came in from Division I
t'FBS) schools. They force turnovers early, they capitalize on
lhem and all of the sudden the game's out of hand."
, Junior wide receiver Marcus Harris is still nursing a shoulder
Injury he sustained in the Sept. 26 loss to Eastern Kentucky,
~eeping him off the field Saturday.
I "(Harris) won't be available this week," Griffin said. "I think It

.
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Misty Hays/ThP New.1

Senior wide receiver Derrick Townsel outruns an Eastern Kentucky defender In the Racers' loss to the Colonels Sept 26 at Roy Stewart Stadium. Mu~
ray State plays host to FCS ranked Jacksonvnte State In Saturday's Homecoming matchup. Kickoff is set for 3p.m.
may be 2·3 (weeks). I'm really not quite certain of it and all those
things change."
Griffin said he hope.~ a change in quarterback will spur the
Racer offense, which has managed 855 yards on the season and
faces a very potent Jacksonville State defense.
"(Yantko's) had a good week, he's excited," Griffin said. "He
brings a little more fire into it. <He needs co) do things he can do

..

well. I've said since spring training turnovers are our Achilles'
heel. We've got to eliminate them, that's all there is to it."
The Racers look to get their first OVC win of the season in
•
front of a crowd of students, alumni and fans.
The game kicks off at 3 p.m. after the traditional Homecoming
fe!>tivities.
Contact Rogers at kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.
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Targeting schoolers

'"'Each week, The News Elizabeth Johnson,
1~icky Martin, Greg Waddell and Kyle Rogers,
:· p,lus a special guest will face off In a heated
, {OUnd of pick 'em.
"'t tt
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Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
last week: 5·4
Season record: 29·16

Ricky Martin
Sports writer
Last week: 7·2
Season Record: 33-12

Greq Waddell
Sports writer
last week: 6-3
Season Record: 33·12

Kyle Rogers
Sports writer
Last week: 6·3
Season Record: 31-14

Guest Kyle Tieman
Senior 'Breds' Infielder
Last week: 5-4
Season Record: 3G-15

No.1Florida at No. 4 LSU
!lJI
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No. 3 Alabama at No. 20 Ole Miss

iii

Michigan at No. 12 Iowa

.....
MICHIGAN
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r..- No. 22 Georgia Tech at Florida State
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Connecticut at Pittsburgh

II

Kentucky at No. 25 South Carolina

t

I

I

Boston College at No. 5 Virginia Tech

1

Wisconsin at No. 9 Ohio State

Duke at North Carolina State

Racers prepare for L~buth
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor

I

The softball team looks to host
Lambuth University at the Racer
Softball Field Sunday at 3 p.m.
r., Head Coach Jay Pyron said the
Iteam is excited to play on their
home field.
f'J "We've
already played two
games, so that helps erase first

game jitters." Pyron said. "We're
ready to get back on the field and
see how the things we've worked
on will translate to the field."
Lambuth, which will play their
first game this fall against Murray
State, is under new leadership of
former softball and volleyball student-athlete standout Valena Lee.
This coaching transition is similar to the Racers' situation since

Murray State's program consists of
new student-athletes and coaches
in its first year.
Although the team's roster and
coach staff were not finalized until
August, Pyron said the athletes
have had no problem creating a
team atmosphere.
"It's great to see the 18 girls who
didn't know each other come
together," Pyron said. "Seeing bow

Amember of the Racer softball team practices earlier this season. The newest athletic team at Murray State Is 1-lln their fall
schedule and will compete at the Racer Softball Field Sunday. The first pitch is scheduled to be thrown at 3 p.m.
t

they've become a team is great."
Pyron said being part of a firstyear program has had a positive
effect on the team.
"The girls are working hard,"
Pyron said. "The'y like paving the
way. It's allowed for a lot of ere• ativity. They're getting tc:> make
their own traditions."
.t\fter several games against
Shawnee Community CoUege were
canceled due to inclement weather,
the Racers kicked off their fall
schedule in a l·l performance at the
University of Louisville tournament Sept. 26.
The team defeated Bellarmine 7·
2 and lost to the hosting Cardinals
4-0.
Pyron said the tournament
allowed the team to identify and
improve its weak spots.
"It was exciting to be on the same
team and go at another (one),"
Pyron said. "The team was tired of
going against each other at practice.
It was good to swing the bat and hit
a bit."
He said the caliber of competition was helpful for the team.
"Louisville gave us a good look at
where we are and where we need to
be," Pyron said. "They were a chal·
lenge for us."
Following Sunday's matchup
against Lambuth, the Racers will
have one more game before the
inaugural season gets underway in
February.
The fall schedule closer will
come Oct. 17 when Murray State
plays host to Mid-Continent at the
Racer Softball Field.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.

Eyecare Specialties

Do you Tweet?

308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759·2500

If so, keep up with
The News' sports desk at
twitter.com/ MSUNewsSports.

• Laser vision surgery consultations

• Budget & designer eyewcar
• Most insurance accepted

• All types of contacts

•
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Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance

for your eye exam.

L_DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPI'OMETRIST

Nothing can be more
frustrating than wit·
nessing evidence of
fish right in front of '
you and not being ablt!
to catch them.
You may pull out .
your hair when you
- -- - - - - see the fish cruise .
Steve
in clear water, mark ,
Miller
them with your elec~ :
Outdoor columnist tronics, or watch .
them furiously assault
schools of prey right !
before your eyes as they typically do dur•
ing the fall transition. and then ignore your
every offer.
•'
Schooling fish can be found in the back~
of bays and creeks as they follow the~
migrating schools of baitfisb from deep to:
shallow water. Often, predator fish will
congregate on large flats and violently·
harass large schools of prey.
Some days it seems like you catch a fish•
on every cast, and on others, nothing in
your tackle box will appeal to the fish's sil- •
ver tongue.
Th.ere are some known tactics that pro- •
duce a higher success rate when you are
targeting schooling fish, which revolve
around bait selections. Bass breaking on ·
the surface send a clear message they are •
active, willing to chase and in an aggres'sive mood. It is best to choose a lure which
appeals to the predatory personality of
these ftsh.
••
Schooling fish arc susceptible to topwa·
ter presentations. A lure moved quickly·
along the surface mimics an injured orfleeing shad and is often the first choice of
anglers targetlng schoolers. While school··
ing bass are, at times, willing to hit a wide
, variety of topwater plugs, they can also be
quite selective. Experiment with ~ize 1
color and proille until you find the right
combination.
Matching the batch is one of the more'
important aspects of fall fishing. Often,
baitfish group in schools depending on
their size. Typically, the bigger fish will
chase the bigger baitfistL Smaller schoolies
usually forage on smaller shad, so you
must match the Jure to the size of the food.
If the fish won't hit a larger bait, downsize.
The principal forage of bass in the fall is
shad. Color selection should be heavy on
whites, silvers, blues and golds. When in
doubt, chrome is often the standby most
anglers rely on in the fall, but accents of
blues, greens and blacks mixed in can be a
determining success factor.
There will be time when the topwater
bite will be tough. Fish are sometimes
unwilling to take that extra step to hit a
surface lure. In these times, presentations
made a few inches below the surface with
crankbaJts, spinnerbaits, jerkbaits and
swimbaits will out-perform a topwater
offering.
Again, you will only know this through
trial and error. If fish are still reluctant to
1
commit to a topwater bait after testing
several colors and sizes. switch to a subsurface lure.
If you throw all combinations oflures in
your tackle box and still come up empty, i~
may be time to rethink your approach.
Invariably, there are those days whe!l
nothing in our tackle boxes can compete
with the allure of huge schools of roaming
shad.
Realize that sometimes you cannot com~
pete with the offerings of Mother Nature
and change your gameplan accordingly.
, This may include abandoning the school' ing fish for rogue fish still in ambush patterns in deeper water or heavy cover.
:
This may be a test of willpower as you
can see the fish wreaking havoc on the
schools of shad while you are searching
for those few fish not schooling. Although
it may be hard, it is often the best decision.
Finding fish willing to bite is better than
being ignored by the schoolers.
Fall is certainly a fun time to ftsh. The
bass are coming out of their summer
respite and arc on tbe prowl for prey.
It's a great time to get topwater action
before the slow months of winter arrive.
Sometimes it will take a great deal of work
to get the fish to cooperate and other timeS
will be like taking candy from a baby.
'
Trial and error and constant adjustment
to the conditions separates the consistent
anglers from the flash in the pan anglers
during the fall transition.
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
murraystate.edu.

Also performing: Haxei-Summer Cruise In Car Shows
September 19 & October 17
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Each week, The News picks some of the top performances in Racer
athletics. To submit a player for consideration In HOT SHOTS, contact
Elizabeth Johnson at elizabetha.johnson®murraystate.edu.

courteS)' of Sports lntorrnalion

Senior Kasey Meyer helped the rifle
team to claim second place In the Ole
Miss Invitational with a score of 582
in small bore and 586 in air rifle.
Meyer received Pepsi Athlete of the
Week honors.

Senior runner Taylor Crawford
led the women's cross country
team to a second place finish In
the Tennessee Tech Invitational.
Crawford took the No. 2spot
with a time of 18:59.291n the SK
race.

......•
~

With rounds of 69 and 71. senior Nick Newcomb was
the first Murray State golfer to win the Murray
State Fall Invitational. He also earned Ohio Valley
Conference Golfer of the Week. The men's team
continued Its six-year undefeated reign in the meet
which has taken place annually since 2003.
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From the editor

Grow up, then come back
As graduation nears, (2ll
days and counting) I find
myself thinking more oftenabout what is
next in my life.
Should I go
to law school,
spend some
time in the
Peace Corps
or hope the
recession hasn't reached the
Ringling
Brothers and
Mia
try on a red
Walters
nose?
Editor-in-Chief
While 1 am
undecided
about many things, however, I
know exactly where I will be
one weekend next October.
I will be driving to Murray,
wondering which other alums
are going to show up and

whether Racer One will be out
of breath or bored out of her
mind.
I'll be parking at Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot, reuniting
with old friends and reminiscing on my four years at Murray
State.
This time of year may be one
of midterms, allergies and alooming sensationalized flu,
but it is a weekend I look forward to every year and will
definitely not miss out on after
graduating.
If anything can show a student they should be proud of
their school, it is the flood of
alums who trek from all over
the country to be a part of
Homecoming weekend.
At The News alone, we have
alums making the trip from
Michigan, Illinois, Missouri,
New York, Florida, California,

West Virginia and Tennessee.
This year's theme is "Grow
with Murray State," and even
after you have grown up
(which I think we can all attest
is something yet to come), I
hope you will join me in making the annual fall pilgrimage
back.
Come back for the 5k run, the
parade, Tent City, the football
game, the step show or just to
see some friendly faces.
Whatever makes you smile this
weekend, will surely do the
same a year from now.
It is important to know
where we have been to know
where we are going, and this is
just one way that we can look
back.
So, a warm welcome back to
all of the Murray State alums
on campus this weekend, and
go Racers!

U,t•'-'a...llttl services COIIII.,.,.,.iiOc~lill~a

• BindinCJ Materials •
• Color Copies
• Fax ~.... ats.
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8 Presidents, 4 wars and 1 owner later... and we're still here!
Voted Murray's favorite pizza! Wi-fi now available.

Go·RACER£!

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI!

Full menu & buffet: pizza buffet, pasta buffet, salad buffet & dessert buffet.
· 270-753-2975 • 970 Chestnut Street • Murrt;ly, Kentucky 42071
.

'-
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A tale of Tent City
·Campus prepares for artnual event
Greg Waddell
Staffwriter
When Homecoming activities begin
Saturday, it will mark che 20th anniversary
of Tent City, an event which has become a
staple at Murray State over the years.
Surrounding the football field, the multitude of tents is defmitely a sight to see
and is important because of the opportunity it gives alumni to mingle with unde:r;grads.
The activities, which will take place
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., are free
and open to the public.
Sabrina Mathis, coordinator for Murray
State alumni support services, said the
event is definitely important.
"It's a gre-at time for the alums to come
back and just reconnect with the campus

and see what all is going on here," Mathis
said. "Just different growth and activities
that .students are participating in now
compared to when they were here."
She said the event will include cornhole,
and fu n interaction with alumni, and will
feature about 48 organizations sponsoring
tents, up from eight in 1989.
"All of the Greek organizations are represented and also each of the academic
areas, so each college has their own tent
and underneath that college can be different organizations or departments (and)
many different student groups on campus."
.
Some tents will feature henna tattoos,
food, drinks and games.
For a full map of Tent City, see page 19.
Contact W addell at gregory. waddell@
murraystate.edu

File phototlauren Bell

Alumni look at photos at last year's Tent City.
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UNIQUE MEXICAN FooD • CAJUN SPECIALS
DELI SANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
BEST SALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS & FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
FULL BAR
HAPPY HouR 3-6 P.M.
PABST BLUE RIBBON

$1

MON.-WED .

••••••••••••••••••
LUNCH SPECIALS • NoN-SMOKING AVAILABLE
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR MEETINGS/PARTIES
EXPANDED DECK • CORNHOLE

.

~

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 270-759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
I • •

.. • •
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Alums work on campus
cers ~or 1~ e following graduation
&!

David Borum
Staff writer
As alumni gather from near and far at homecoming this weekend. several of the recruiters will
be out of town, recruiting the next generation of
racers.
Jordan Smith is one of the newer faces in the
recruitment office. He graduated from Murray
State in spring 2008, and now recruits students
from St. Louis area high schools while taking grad·
uate classes.
Other alumni now recruiting for Murray State
include Shan Smee, Abby Miller, Amanda
Hemmingway, Josh Jones, Kaitie McGregor, Chris
}ung, Amanda Carter and Jeanie Wilkins.
"We're people who loved Murray State so much
we couldn't leave it," Smith said. "It's completely
real here. This is a place where everyone from the
president and vice president to the janitorial staff
are always 100 percent genuine, committed and
friendly."
Smith said he came to Racer Days in 2005 and
knew Murray State was the right place for him.
"l immediately felt like I needed to come here,"
he said. "The friendliness of Murray State's campus was overwhelming. In return, that's why I want
to make our Racer Days and recruiting events as

~.&'..

good as they can be."
Another 'Racer for
life' is Abby Miller, the
campus visit coordinator. Originally from Mt.
Vernon Ill., she graduated from Murray State in
spring 2007.
As one of nearly 20
family members to
attend Murray State,
Miller has always been
loyal to the University.
After her undergraduate experience, Miller
became a graduate
Jordan Smith
assistant
until
November 2007, when
Recruitment counselor she was hired full time
class of 2008
by Murray State. Since
then she has received
her Master of Science in organizational communications.
''l just love what Murray offers students," Miller
said. "I think there is more of an opportunity for
students to build real relationships with faculty,
staff and administrators than most other
Universities."

CARQUEST OF· MURRAY

In order to build those
relationships, prospects
must commit to Murray
State, which is where
people like Miller and
Smith step in.
Miller said Murray
State has roughly 2,500
prospective
students
every semester, with
about 25 campus visits
everyday.
"I want to ensure that
each prospective student
enjoys their time on
campus by fulfilling all
their
requests and conAbby Miller
necting them with expeCampus visit coordinator rienced ambassadors and
class of 2007
academic departments
that cater to their interests,'' Miller said.
According to Smith, the recruitment office holds
the attitude that "if we can get students to visit
campus, we like our odds. We really believe in our
product."

Contact Borum at david.borum@murraystate.
edu.

BALDY'S GRILLE

512 S. 12th St., Murray

CdROUEST
®
AUTO PARTS
AUTO PAINTS
.....

270-753-4563
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SPECIALS
16"- CHEESE PIZZA
16" - UNLIMITED TOPPINGS
(3) 16" - UNLIMITED TOPPINGS
(3) 12" - (3) TOPPINGS
2 TOPPING PERSONAL CALZONE
PLUS DRINK

$8.00
$11.00
$24.00
$14.00
$6.00

NO DISCOUNTS ON SPECIALS
THIS INCLUDES MSU10%, DINE IN 15i'o, AND
LUNCH SPECIALS.
CALL NOW FOR FREE DELIVERY!!!!
762-0441
762-0442
762-0443
847 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
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Couple fulfills
shoe tree
tradition
AshleeCobb
Staff writer
Many Murray State couples who tie
the knot also participate in one of the
oldest trttditions on campus: nailing
their shoes to the shoe tree in the Quad.
A couple nails their shoes to com·
memoratc their time spent in Murray
and the start of their new relationship.
Shelly Martinez, alumna from Murray,
and Justin Winters. senior from
Muhlenberg, Ky., met in 2006 and got
married in 2009 on campus.
"We met at Murray State his freshman
year and my sophomore year at the
Baptist Campus Ministries," Martinez
said. "We dated for two years, and then
he proposed to me in the Quad behind

The Murray State News
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Pogue Library."
Winters made Martinez complete a
scavenger hunt to find the ring, she said.
The scavenger hunt led Martinez to
places around campus such as the
Soccer Complex, Winslow Dining Hall
and Lovett Auditorium, Martinez said.
"We decided since Murray State was
such a huge part of our lives, we should
get married on campus in the Quad,"
Martinez said. "We were the first couple
to get married on the Quad, and directly
after the ceremony, Justin and I nailed
our shoes to the tree."
Martinez and Winters originally
meant to nail the shoes worn on their
fust date, Martinez said.
She said their plans unexpectedly
•
changed.
''!lost the original pair of shoes that I
was supposed to nail to the tree,"
Martinez said. "So we each had to nail
our tennis shoes instead." ·
The campus and the friends they made
while at school had a huge impact on
their lives, Martinez said.
"We wouldn't have even met if it was·
n't for Murray State," Martinez said.
"Murray State is the best thing that has
ever happened to both of us, and our
shoes are still there on the tree. They
haven't fallen yet!"
Contact
Cobb
at
ashlee.
Ale photo
cobb@murraystate.edu
Couples who meet at Murray State nail their shoes to the shoe tree in the Quad

0

ffering D aily Wine T asting, Wine & Gift Shop, G ift Certificates, Unique
Local-Made Products, Wine Making Supplies, Custon1 Labels, Mystery Dinners
Monthly and the "Concerts in the Woods" series fron1 April through October.

pcvu/.v ?rJ,

sxc.hu

2982 Har\'ey Bowden Road • Paris. T N 3824
For more info call (7S 1) 644-9500 or visit www.pariswi.nery.com

Sara Stephens
Independent Consultant
Consultant #544302
900 Mari Drive Paducah, KY 42003
270-564-9799

Available for parties, wedding registry,
showers, + more
www.pamperedchef .biz/sstephens

. .. .
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Best Sushi and Fine Dinning & Hibachi
Group parties welcome! (Celebrate MSU homecoming with us)

Open seven days a week.

Lunch:

--1KiCu--- -----io%_o_FF--i :- --i-- -- -------io%_o_F_F ____:
270-761-SGUN(7486),
myshogumurray@gmail.com
706 N. 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071 (JC Penny Mall)

Everyday I lam- 2pm

.

.
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Dinner:

r

Mon - Thu 4:00pm - 9:30pm
Fri - Sat 4:00pm - 10:30pm
Sun 4:00pm- 9:00pm

:
I

1

5

~

1

JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

Any !luncH item
Expires OCf/15/09

5

ll
I I

1I

-

11

JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

Any 1 dinner item
Not valid for Frldrt and Saturday
Expires Oct/15/09

l
t

I

· ~-------------------------------•L----------- - ----------------------1
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A day in the life

9 a.m.

of a
Courtney Crain/The News

Compiled by The News' photography staff

7:30 a.m. Staff members relax during a break near Hart

3:27 p.m. Philosophy professor Cynthia Gayman takes her

Colle(Je.

class to the steps of Poque Ubrary for class.

8:15 a.m. Michelle Smith, senior from Evansville, ln., starts

4:29 p.m. Courtney Guneson, freshman from Aurora. Ill.•

the day with a swim in the Wellness Center pool.

9 a.m. Krystla Standifer, junior from Newburo. ln., starts the

studies at the equine center with her horse Kit.

6:10 p.m. Freshmen Brianna Nadler from Dupo, Ill.. (left),

day with a cup of coffee at Fidaloo Bay.

Ellie Rodenbero from Eureka, Mo., {center), and Erica Brody
from Murray, (riQht), hit the books in the Quad.

10:15 a.m. Students trek to and from morning classes In

8:25 p.m. Jared Ehrenheim, senior from Owensboro, Ky.,

faculty Hall.

8:15a.m.

practices the piano at Baptist Campus Ministry.

Nate Brelsford!The News

11

ING2009

Derek Miller/The News

7:30a.m.

Jordie Oetken!The News

Derek Miller/The NeWl

Derek Miller/The N ews

Derek Miller/The News
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Open Mon.- !iat:.
1 1 a.m. - Midnight:
!iun.
I\IIJIJn - g p.m.
To-&oUna:
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Racer Rundown
Arecap of fall sports
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer

Ph<olo cour te.~y oi Sport~ Information

Mrsty Hayst7he N e-.vs

N.l!e Brel~ford!The NPWS

A year after winning the
Ohio Valley Conference AllSports Trophy, the Murray
State athletic department
looks to have a similar season.
The defending OVC champion soccer team is 2-0 in
OVC play with a 4-5-l overall
record and have won their
only home game at Cutchin
Field.
.
The volle>•ball team went to
the OVC championship last
season before falling to
Tennessee Tech. After a slow
start, the Racers are now 2-3
in league play.
After two events, the men's
golf team has brought home
si.'\:tb and 11th place finishes
with Senior Chris Griffin
named OVC Golfer of the
Week. The Racers hosted the
Murray State Invitational Oct
5-6 at Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
The women's golf team won
the Drake Creek Invitational
and earned a sixth place finish

in Cincinnati, Ohio.
After winning their first
game
against
Kentucky
Wesleyan, the Racer football
team has dropped their last
three contests. The Racers
have played North Carolina
State, Missouri State and
Eastern Kentud.')'.
The rifle team shot out of
the gate. defeating UT-Martin
4556-4513. Oct 3, the Racers
will travel to Oxford. Miss., to
take on Ole Miss.
ln their inaugural fall season, the Racer softball team is
1-1. The Racers defeated
Bellarmine 7-2 and lost to
Louisville 4-0. The Racers will
host Lambuth at Racer
Softball Field Oct 11.
Men's cross country has run
to 5th. 7th and 14th places this
season while the women's
team has two 3rd place finishes and a 7th place finish.
The women's tennis team
competed last week at Middle
Tennessee with three Racers
winning their singles matches.

Contact Rogers at kyle.
rogers@murraystate. edu.

Derek Miller/The News

Nate Brelsfordf7he NPWS

Photo courtt!Sy of Sports lnformatron

Derek Miller/Thr• News

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

..... .... ... . .. ......... .. ...

Clockwise from top rloht: Women'scross country members practice.
Women's soccer team members celebrate a ooal at a oame. Kaitlin Cleven
aims at a rifle teampractice. Racer volleyball players Sarah Hayden and
Becca lamb play in a oame. The men'scross country team practices this
fall. Andrea Downer swillQSIn a match thisseason. The Racer softball team
practicesat Racer Softball Field. The football team takes on Kentucky
Wesleyan in their first oame of the season. Jared Wolfe takes a swino for
the men's QOif team.
• •••
"'

... .....

.
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Continued
from p. 14
;

left
Air Dunker warms
up before a
football game at
Roy Stewart
Stadium this
season.
far left:
Dunker entertains
the crowd at Tent
City last year.

File photo/L.1uren Bell

Derek Miller/ The News

'Ihe Sisters of

Sigma Sigma Sigma
I

. ,

would like to welcome back their ·..
Alumnae to /v1urra0 State's
Homecoming 2009

KICK ~ALLIN'
FDRBDDKI
HOSTED BY 1HE MURRAY STAlE UNIVERSITY HllNDRS PROGRAM

NOV. 21,2009
12:00·4:00
AT CHESTNUT FIELD
PROCmlS GO TOWARD BUYING NEW BOOKS
FOR THE INTERNATlONAL BOOK PROJECT.
MINIMUM OF 10 PL\YERS PER TEAM. WITH AT LEAST 3
MEMBERS OF OPPOSITE SEX. MAXIMUM ROSTER SIZE IS 13.
COST IS 810./TEAM.

PICK UP ROSTER IN THE HONORS OFFICE (324 WELLS).

FOR MORE INFORMATION. E-MAIL
BENDJlUNCANQIMURRAYSTATF..mU
I·

I

TONI OF FUN AND

RAFFLE PRIZES!
.

..

..
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New Name ... Same Great College!
M~ors/Ar~as

ccountmg
Advertising
Business Administration
Computer Information Systems
Computer Science
Economics
Finance
International Business
Journalism
Management
Marketing
Office Systems
Organizational Communication
Public Relations
Telecommunications Systems Management
Television Production
'

Graduate P'9frams

Business Administration (M.B.A.)
EConomics
Information Systems
Mass Communications
Organizational Communication
Professional Accountanq
Telecommunications Systems Management

College

of Business

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
business.murraystate.edu

new name, same great programs, same great students, same great opportunities
.·

HOMECQilmlf' 2009
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Calendar of Homecoming events
Fri., Oct. 9

Sat.,Oct.lO

·2:00p.m.
Murray State News Staff Reunion (1964-1971)
Join fellow staffers for a campus tour to see how things have changed.
Buses will depart from the Easley Alumni Center.

• 8 to 9-.30 a.m.
24th Annual College of Education Homecoming Breakfast. Murray Middle
School Cafeteria. Cost: $5 for adults, $2.50 for children. Reservations are
required. Contact Kellie Harlan at (270) 809-3817 or kellie.harlan@coe.murraystate.edu.
.

·3:30p.m.
Friends of the Pullen Arboretum Kick-off Celebration. Pullen Farm
Pavilion. The School of Agriculture invites alumni qnd friends to showcase the ongoing development of the arboretum gardens and facilities.
The event is free. For more information, contact Paul Radke at (270) 8093940 or at paul.radke@murraystate.edu.
• 4 p.m. ·
·
Murray State News Staff Reunion Continued (1964-1971)
Join fellow staffers for registration and a reception in the lobby of the
Murray State News office in 111 Wilson Hall. For more information, contact
Martin Kady at wva1945@yahoo.com or Patti Jones at
patti.jones®murraystate. edu.

• 5 p.m.

28th Annual 5K Run through Murray State's campus. Entry fee: $15 before
the day of the race; $20 day of race. Pre-registrants receive T-shirts on
race day. Check in: 4 p.m. at Student Recreation and Wellness Center.
Prizes will be awarded to 1st place finishers in each age group, male and
female. For information, call Campus Recreation at (270) 809-6791.
·5:30p.m.
"Come Back to the Farm" Homecoming·Cookout. Fellowship, fun and food
for School of Agriculture alumni and their families. Children's and family activities begin at 5:30, including a corn maze, pony rides, petting zoo,
duck races, cornhole, hay loft slide, climbing wall, swmgs, pedal tractors
and inflatable horses. Dinner and program begins at 6:30 p.m.
Reservations are required by calling Stephanie Peck at (270) 809-3936.
• 6 p.m.
Biorogy Alumni Dinner honoring 2009 Distinguished Biology recipient Dr.
Tom Logan, M.D., '61. Murray Room at the Regional Special Events Center.
Reservations required. Deadline: Oct. 2. Cost: $18 a person. Call 800-7588510 or 270-809-5600 for reservations.

• 6p.m.
Murray State News Staff Reunion (1964-1971)
Join fellow staffers for dinner at the Big Apple Cafe. For more information, contact Martin Kady at wva1945@yahoo.com or Patti Jones at
patti.jones@murraystate.edu. ·7:30p.m.
"The Three Sisters," by Anton Chekhov, at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
at the Price Doyle Fme Arts Center.· Presented by the Murray State
Theater Department. A poignant story of three provincial sisters who
long to go to Moscow. Tickets are $8-10 and reservations are recommended by calling the Theatre Department at (270) 809-4421.
• Alumni Art Show. Curris Center Gallery, 1st floor. For more information,
contact Becky Atkinson at becky.atkinson@murraystate.edu.
···~···

·····-·-···-~----------··

---·--------- ---

"M" Club Breakfast. Curris Center Large Ballroom. Sponsored by Murray
State Athletics. Cost: $15 a person. Reservation deadline: October 5. For
reservations or information, contact Crystal Morrow at (270) 809-3746 or
crystal.morrow@murraystate.edu.
·9:30a.m.
Homecoming Parade, featuring Bill ('50) and Irene Morgan of Benton, Ky.,
as Grand Marshals, and the Racer Band. Begins downtown and ends at
15th and Main Streets on campus. For information, call the Student
Government Association at (270) 809-6951.
• 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Sid Easley Alumni Center will be open.
20th Anniversary Tent City Homecoming Festival, Roy Stewart Stadium.
Tents for academic colleges, athletics, Murray Trainmg School alumni,
Bookstore, Alumni Association, Residential Colleges, Greek Row and
more. Variety of food available. Free admission, open to the public. Enter
through the north or south end zone gates. For information, contact
Sabrina Mathis at (270) 809-3279 or sabrina.mathis@murraystate.edu.
·2:30p.m.
Homecoming pre-game festivities, Roy Stewart Stadium. Includes crowning of the Homecoming King and Queen.
• 3 p.m.
MSU vs. Jacksonville State, Roy Stewart Stadium. Tickets are $10 for adult
reserved bleacher seats ($6 for children 3-18), $7 for general admission
($4 for children 3-18). Reserved chair seats are $12 and must be purchased in advance. For tickets, call the MSU Ticket Office at (270) 8093000. For more information, contact Susan Darnell at (270) 809-4895.
Tickets also available at www.ticketmaster.com.

r~fN~tional Pan-Hellenic Council will be having its annual step show in

Racer Arena. Advance tickets will be sold for $10 in the Curris Center
from 11-2 Friday, Oct. 9th. Tickets are $15 at the door.
·7:30p.m.
"The Three Sisters," by Anton Chekhov, at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
at the Price Doyle Fme Arts Center. Presented by the Murray State
Theater Department. A poignant story of three provincial sisters who
long to go to Moscow. Tickets are $8-10 and reservations are recommended by calling the MSU Theatre Department at (270) 809-4421.
• Alumni Art Show. Curris Center Gallery, 1st floor. For more information,
contact Becky Atkinson at becky.atkinson@murraystate.edu.
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'Breds play annual alumni game
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Baseball players and alumni come
together at Reagan Field once a year
in October to reunite with teammates and celebrate Homecoming.
Former Thoroughbreds and Racers
from across the country will join at
Murray State to play in the alumni
game Saturday for Homecoming.
Johnny Reagan, former Murray
State baseball coach from Murray,
said he has organized the alumni
game for the past 25 years. He said·
the idea began as a way to get back
together.
"l felt like a lot of fellows would
like to get together with their teammates," Reagan said. "A lot of them
are dispersed all over the country!'
Reagan said the game is meant to
rejoin teammates, however the alumni do not play a traditional baseball
game.
"Alumni get on the field and have
batting and fielding practice," Reagan
said. "They take turns batting."

File

photoiMi~ty

Haye<;

Junior outfielder Elliot Frey takes third base in a game last season.
Reagan said the 'Breds alumni
game is meant for nll past Murray
State baseball players. He said about
75 to 100 players and their families
usually return for the alumni game.

·tchen
Where everyon~'s family
(270) 759- 2036

24 Hour

Full Menu
(Closed Tuesday)
Across 641 from
Baymont Inn on
Stadium View Dr.
Racer Red Route Line

"Some are recent graduates, some
have been out for a while," Reagan
said. "We get more people who graduated in the 1960s and 1970s than we
do the younger fellows. I get the feel-

ing that they think it's an old-timer's
game."
A coach from 1958 to 1993, Reagan
said he enjoys visiting with players
from over the years.
"It's a great enjoyment getting to
see them," Reagan said. "You. swell
with pride with what they've done
with their lives. It's a nice experience
for me to be with them.''
Late Murray Mayor Tommy
Rushing played on the team in 1961,
Reagan said, and was a frequent participant in the alumni game.
After 25 years of planning and facilitating the game, Reagan said this is
part of a tradition that reunites
decades of past Murray State baseball players. This year, on Friday
before Homecoming. alumni from
the 1970s teams wilJ have their
reunion.
The Breds' alumni game will begin
at 10:30 a.m. at Reagan Field. A picnic
lunch for alumni and their families
will follow the game.
Contact Phelps at robinj.phelps@
murraystate. edu.
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Tent Ci
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Date: Sat., Oct 10, 2009
Time: n.a.m. • 2:30 p.m.
Location: Roy Stewart Stadium
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For more Information,
contact Slbdna Mathis at1270) 80H2'l9
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Club641
tvould like to welcome Murray State A lumni
back for Homecoming 2009!

Friday Band
Nipt
.

TabiJha &
Southern Fried
So1urday Band
Nrgltt
featuring Lazy Rooster

ff!CUuring

Mon.. - S at.
1 J a.m. - 3 a.m.

S un..
noon -?

(2 70)24 7-5794
Puryear, TN
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Homecoming Court
2009

Photo courtesy of Jeanie Morgan

Front row from left Kirby O'Oonoghue, Joanna Smith, linda Dinh, Sheila Wilson and Kelly Dick.
Back row from left Jonathan Jones, Tyler Brockman, Cameron Gish, Alex Kursave and Travis Taylor.
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